
2018 Primetime Emmy® Awards Ballot

Outstanding Special Visual Effects

Altered Carbon

Out Of The Past
February 02, 2018

Waking up in a new body 250 years after his death, Takeshi Kovacs discovers he's be resurrected to help
a titan of industry solve his own murder.

The Expanse

Immolation
May 16, 2018

On the Jovian moon Io, the crew of the Rocinante discovers the horrible reality of Project Caliban while
the protomolecule emerges from Venus in order to reconstruct itself at the outer reaches of the solar
system.

Game Of Thrones

Beyond The Wall
August 20, 2017

Jon and the Brotherhood hunt the dead. Arya confronts Sansa. Tyrion thinks about the future.

Happy!

The Scrapyard Of Childish Things
January 17, 2018

Sax and Happy embark on lonely journeys in which Sax stumbles on a new plan to negotiate for his
daughter’s release and Happy takes solace in the welcoming arms of another Imaginary Friend.

Krypton

The Phantom Zone
May 23, 2018

The bottling of Kandor commences, while Seg races against the clock to save his city from being
overtaken by Brainiac.

Lost In Space

Danger, Will Robinson
April 13, 2018

As the clock ticks down toward the Resolute's departure, the Robinsons scramble to get off the planet
and out from under Dr. Smith's thumb.



Marvel's Agents Of S.H.I.E.L.D.

Orientation
December 01, 2017

Coulson and the team find themselves stranded on a mysterious ship in outer space, and that's just the
beginning of the nightmare to come.

Metalhead (Black Mirror)

December 29, 2017

At an abandoned warehouse, scavengers searching for supplies encounter a ruthless foe and flee for
their lives through a bleak wasteland.

Outlander

Eye Of The Storm
December 10, 2017

Claire is forced to play a game of cat and mouse with an old adversary as she searches for Young Ian.
The Frasers race through the jungles of Jamaica to prevent the unthinkable.

Star Trek: Discovery

The Vulcan Hello
September 24, 2017

While patrolling Federation space, the U.S.S. Shenzhou encounters an object of unknown origin, putting
First Officer Michael Burnham (Sonequa Martin-Green) to her greatest test yet.

The Strain

The Worm Turns
July 16, 2017

Out of the ashes of humanity’s nuclear war, Night Eternal has begun. Haunted by the atrocities
committed by his son, Eph abandons NYC for Philadelphia. His solitude is cut short when he encounters
new fighters, who rekindle his drive to fight back.

Stranger Things

Chapter Nine: The Gate
October 27, 2017

Eleven makes plans to finish what she started while the survivors turn up the heat on the monstrous
force that's holding Will hostage.

The Terror

Go For Broke
March 25, 2018

Sir John Franklin's Arctic expedition finds itself within two hundred miles of finally discovering the
Northwest Passage when an accident at sea cripples one of its two ships. Sir John must make a difficult
choice that could either seal their bid for glory or doom them.



Vikings

Moments Of Vision
January 24, 2018

A sense of doom looms over Kattegat as bloodshed ensues. As the defeated army flees in the face of the
victors, a legendary warrior makes his way home.

Westworld

The Passenger
May 31, 2018

In the season finale, everyone converges at the Valley Beyond.

End of Category



Outstanding Special Visual Effects In A Supporting Role

Alias Grace

Part 1
November 03, 2017

Young American doctor Simon Jordan arrives at Canada's Kingston Penitentiary to study the perplexing
mind of Grace Marks, a convicted murderer.

The Alienist

The Boy On The Bridge
January 22, 2018

New York City, 1896. When a young boy prostitute is found butchered on the Williamsburg Bridge, an
alienist named Laszlo Kreizler (Daniel Brühl), a newspaper illustrator, John Moore, (Luke Evans), a
secretary, Sara Howard (Dakota Fanning) and a police commissioner begin an investigation outside the
law to find the killer.

The Crown

Misadventure
December 08, 2017

As Philip leaves for a long tour, Elizabeth makes an upsetting discovery. Prime Minister Eden wants to
strike back after Egypt seizes the Suez Canal.

The Deuce

Pilot
September 10, 2017

Vincent Martino leaves family life in Brooklyn behind for the vibrancy of ’70s Times Square; veteran
prostitute Candy struggles with a double life; flamboyant pimps dominate their stable of streetwalkers.

Fear The Walking Dead

Sleigh Ride
October 15, 2017

Strand's loyalty is tested when the dam clashes with an adversary. The Clark family is pushed to new
extremes as Madison reckons with her past.

Genius: Picasso

Chapter One
April 24, 2018

Pablo Picasso (Antonio Banderas) confronts the threat of fascism in Spain, and Young Pablo rejects
traditional painting to search for his own voice.

Gotham

That's Entertainment
April 12, 2018

Jerome holds the interim mayor and other powerful Gothamites hostage at a music festival and orders
Gordon to bring him Bruce and Jeremiah, buying time for the other Legion members to load the
laughing gas onto a blimp and release it upon the festival crowd.



The Handmaid's Tale

June
April 25, 2018

Offred reckons with the consequences of a dangerous decision while haunted by memories from her past
and the violent beginnings of Gilead.

Hawaii Five-0

Waiho Wale Kahiko
May 18, 2018

The team discovers a Russian spy ring hiding on Oahu, Hawaii U.S.A. when one of their submarines
appears off the coast.

The Looming Tower

Tuesday
April 11, 2018

The CIA becomes aware that Hazmi and Mihdhar are gone and must relay that to the FBI. O’Neill
accepts a job as head of security at the World Trade Center. Soufan is sent back to Yemen. Hazmi,
Mihdhar and Atta head to Vegas for a final indulgence.

Mr. Robot

eps3.4_runtime-err0r.r00
November 08, 2017

E Corp is in chaos; Elliot is on the run; Darlene tries to help.

Preacher

Mumbai Sky Tower
June 26, 2017

Jesse, Tulip, and Cassidy track down a lead from Heaven to find out more about who the Cowboy is and
why he wants to kill them.

S.W.A.T.

Pilot
November 02, 2017

Follows a locally born and bred S.W.A.T. lieutenant, Hondo, who is torn between loyalty to the streets
and duty to his fellow officers when he's tasked to run a highly-trained unit that's the last stop for
solving crimes in Los Angeles.

Silicon Valley

Artificial Emotional Intelligence
April 29, 2018

Richard decides to help when Laurie gets in a jam, but his lack of emotional discipline threatens to
backfire on Pied Piper; Gavin tries to make a deal with a stubborn partner; Dinesh relishes a rare win;
Jared bonds with a surprising figure.



Siren

The Lure
March 29, 2018

A mermaid-obsessed town is turned upside down when a mysterious girl appears and begins wreaking
havoc.

TURN: Washington's Spies

Reckoning
August 05, 2017

After receiving Abe's intel, Washington heads south to lay siege on Yorktown. Abe volunteers for the
Continental Army. Peggy goes into labor.

End of Category


